Playa Barrigona
Guanacaste, Costa Rica
Offered by Plantacion Properties

The villas on Playa Barrigona command a hilltop setting
overlooking the Pacific Ocean and offer generous living
spaces and a relaxing ambience

SUPERB COMFORT
& STUNNING VIEWS

Supremely situated amid 500 acres of privately owned jungle in a
remote area of Costa Rica’s lush Nicoya Peninsula, the villas on
Playa Barrigona are tropical retreats unlike any other. Each of the
three homes is nestled on a hilltop overlooking the Pacific Ocean. A
secluded white-sand beach is just a short walk away, and the sights
and sounds of the jungle envelop the grounds.

THE VILLAS
Custom-fitted with native Costa Rican woods and Spanish and
Italian tiles, each residence features a living room with vaulted
ceilings, a full kitchen, and multiple verandahs with stunning jungle
and ocean vistas. A private swimming pool and barbecue area
complete the amenities at each home. The largest of the villas,
Casa Guanacaste, encompasses seven bedrooms and eight
bathrooms. Casa Barrigona offers two bedrooms and a cottage
by the pool, while Casa Dorada includes two bedrooms and a loft.

THE SETTING
Sun-drenched and pristine, the Nicoya Peninsula lies along Costa
Rica’s northern Pacific coast. The region is known for its white-sand
beaches and untouched tropical splendor. Rarely marked on maps,
Playa Barrigona is such a haven of solitude and serenity that sea
turtles travel thousands of miles across the Pacific each year to lay
their eggs on this beach. The nearby villages of Samara and Nosara
offer quaint restaurants and shops, but tranquility and privacy are
the hallmarks of this stunning estate. Playa Barrigona is easily
reached by plane or car. International visitors can arrive into either
San José or Liberia airports. From the airport, a drive or a short
commuter flight will provide direct access to Carillo or Nosara.

THE LOCATION
Situated in Central America, the country of Costa Rica is a popular
destination for international visitors. Graced with an abundance of
natural beauty, Costa Rica is home to six percent of the world’s
existing biodiversity. More than a quarter of the country is designated
as conservation and natural protected territory. A peaceful
democracy, Costa Rica has a rich culture that reflects its European
influence in both its architecture and official language of Spanish.
After agriculture, tourism is the country’s largest industry, with many
people from around the world enjoying its gorgeous beaches, regal
mountains, and rivers. Costa Rica also benefits from a pleasant
tropical climate averaging approximately 72 degrees.

-- Tropical retreat supremely situated on 500 acres of privately
owned jungle
-- Three villas nestled on a hilltop overlooking the Pacific Ocean
-- Each residence offers a generous layout and air conditioning
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-- Largest villa features seven bedrooms and eight bathrooms;
smaller villas include two bedrooms
-- Secluded white-sand beach just a short walk away
-- Convenient location close to villages; easy access to airports
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